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1 

His body twitched involuntarily. His eyes tight, eyelashes curling into a 

desperate mesh of barbed wire. He wasn't ready for it. His ears strained through 

the blindness. He never would be ready. The wait cramped his muscles like a 

vice tightening his conscience. Another faint tingle clinked overhead, the tinny 

ring of a hard boot skinning metal. His limbs tensed, knotting into coils as he 

waited for the tell tail creaking, the dull thuds of hardened leather echoing on 

the empty groans of spliced steel. Not the light. 

The stairs were rickety. Despite its once shiny metal, the bitter bile of 

winter rain had seeped through the roof to eat away at the supports, until they 

creaked and oozed reddish blood. He'd recognized the damage, familiarized 

himself with the sounds, the first time, the only time, he had used it; and now his 

brain was tangled in the turmoil of wanting to hear his own feet ring those notes 

again, and the fear of hearing others get there before him. The metal stairs 

creaked in their holdings. The regularity of its groans impaled a vision on his 

brain; the echo of footsteps scraping rust was trapped in slow motion on the film 

of his blinded imagination until he could envisage each move, every sagging 

print of the thirteen steps in his head. And then the two last paces across the 

concrete floor to his door.  

Not the light. Crunched up in the darkness, fearing the vision of his 

hearing, he refused the thrill of sight. He'd seen too much to need any more. His 

mind stored more images than he could see. His ears provided more torture 

than he ever wanted to feel. The smell of damp coal and rat poison choked his 

breathing as his knuckles bit into the unforgiving stone wall at his back. 
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Hunched over his knees his hands lay between them, resting uneasily as 

they twisted through fragile paper. Fingertips scanned the sightless words. He 

could read with the light. He didn't want to read. He couldn't stop listening.  

Nothing. Only his own breath caught in a dry throat. The silence grew 

louder as he struggled to hear: they should have hit the switch by now, that 

vicious twitch of the light overhead. A chill of fear drew ice down his spine: if his 

ears had started tricking him, he had nothing left to trust.  

He swam blindly in the silence. There was no noise remaining but the 

creaking pains of a beaten body. Seeking condolence, his fingers twisted 

between the loose leaves of tattered words. The paper crinkled, threatened to 

dissolve with his touch. Gingerly, the pages ruffled through his fingertips. He 

rustled them aimlessly, then began flicking his thumb through the accordion of 

their history in a movement which gained its own blind rhythm. The pages 

flipped obediently under the force. He let his good fingers sieve through the 

flimsy paper. He could read like this. Even in the dark, especially in the dark, the 

words could be heard through the grooves of his thumb.  

He knew the story by heart and the soothing hiss, the brief pulse of 

ruffled air as the pages flipped through groping nails, was enough to retell the 

tale in the darkness. The words whispered as the leaves dropped like waves, 

one over another, separate, meaningless, until churned into the thumping ocean 

of a complete story. He leaned closer to sniff the musty volume, lips sucking at 

the numbing comfort of familiar characters. The sounds above had ceased. 

There wouldn't be a light. He was safe for a little longer. Still forgotten. Still 

waiting. In the darkness he could remain hidden among those pages, waiting for 
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the water to arise around his ankles. It would come, even thought it was still 

only tickling his toes. The smell of damp rankled his nose, heaved his chest into 

a dry cough. Rats scuttled over foot, the green slime of old moss squiggled 

between the fingers of his good hand. He couldn’t be bothered to wipe them 

clean. He wheezed in the dark. The light was torture. 

He hadn't noticed the book at first. It had just been left there. No one had 

said anything. It was as if it had been dropped by accident. He had almost been 

afraid to touch it. In the panic of eating, forcing the dry soup down a throat 

parched with fear, all he had been watching was the light. It stayed on. It 

wouldn't go off. He still wasn't sure if it was a flicker of kindness or a flood of 

further submission. Maybe they were they still human. He hoped not. Cringing 

in the hate of its glare he scrambled into the corner. Naked, the cruelty of the 

bulb inched through the room, along the floor, up his knees, through his slatted 

fingers, into his eyes. He couldn't help but see. The plate rattled off his knees, 

half-eaten. He stumbled for the remains, then left them smoldering into the 

dampening dust. He wasn't hungry. He was praying for darkness so that he 

could no longer see. Or feel. He wrenched his hands out of sight beneath his 

knees and rocked back and forth unevenly, like a monkey, the caged animal he 

had become, dry throat choking on coal, a dribble of saliva seeping down his 

neck, the rasp of metal steps echoing around his ears. 

Blinking in the brightness, the fierce shrill of its gaze, he finally felt the 

pages stick to his fingers. And as time grew endlessly yellow, he reached 

forward, hesitantly, to draw it to his lap. Stumbling, he wedged it open, forcing 

the pages apart, slowly, squinting at unfamiliar words, the even curls of 

half-forgotten letters.  
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He couldn't remember when he had last read. As a child he tried 

fingering crude, lumbering sketches, scattered sentences and the hazy tales of 

godlike monsters with wild powers and illicit desires. “Your ancestors,” his father 

said. Everyone would laugh in a gale of confusion and, as a child, he would 

smile back, giggle in the warmth of his parent’s illusive humor.  

 “No?” he'd challenged, afraid of making a fool of himself, of them.  

 “That's what you think!” His father's eyes would swing lazily, to involve 

everyone in the jest. “Fairy tales my lad. Real as you and me.” Now he knew it 

was true. His father was always right. 

His father loved to laugh, to shriek away hardships with the gale force of 

his throaty humor. People came from kilometers away just to hear the old man 

rant. Even when he was serious, talking of the bad times, the doomed harvest 

or the crumbs they were left with after the great war, he always ended with a 

guffaw, as if the world was only meant to be funny, as if he had to make a joke 

of it to before it made a fool of him. Times improved. Food was more plentiful 

and the conflicting battles had long gone, fading into the crinkled photos of 

dulling memories. Sonnyjo himself had rarely laughed. Perhaps it was growing 

up under the ferocious cave of his father's roar, but Sonnyjo had never 

managed more than an understanding smile, a grin of weak complicity whatever 

the turmoil surrounding him.  

Old sounds echoed in his newly found silence. That faint clink upstairs 

had faded but he knew he would never hear laughter again.  
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The words stumbled over each other at first. It was so long since he'd 

read and all he used to read were the sports pages and a glimpse of the weekly 

headlines, there never seemed to be any need for more. At night he would 

listen, smile silently, as others, more verbose, would retell the news, dismember 

it, digest it, liquefy, remold, until it took the form of the mythological Gods he'd 

read as a child; and bound by a similar spell, he remained unsure if what he 

was hearing was real of if all those characters were clever inventions to amuse 

the ignorant and simply provide cannon fodder for the cleverly manipulative who 

were too smart to allow their names stain simple wood pulp. Sonnyjo’s Old Man 

roared in amusement, the center of such weekly dissections, wise to the games 

the papers fiddled for readers to ruminate. Grinning, he created his own myths. 

To the acclaim of an adoring audience, he spun physical words through the web 

of history, his own versions of reality, until faces stared spellbound under the 

rhythm of his ageing presence. His son listened, smiled, nodded and hummed 

to himself in the oblivion of the corner. Later, he missed the old man's rough 

laughter, the alter ego of his thumping presence, the excuse for remaining to 

one side. But now, shuddering beneath the eye of a blind bulb, he was glad the 

old man was long gone, washed away before his mirth was wrenched to a sob, 

before even he too could only cry across the valley.  

 Hillstown was a sleepy village nestled away in a corner between craggy 

slopes, rumbling mountains and the gentle rustle of clear spring water. In winter, 

with the rain, the water ran in tides, gorging down the slopes, chomping 

pebbles, cutting corners roughshod as it swayed jellylike to overflowing between 

the trembling lips that attempted to bank it in. Often, with the encouragement of 

November storms, it spat beyond them in a teasing hiss of young life and 
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occasional death, although it had been many years since a serious flood had 

covered the valley: Sonnyjo could only remember his father talking about it in 

his childhood, about the time when the waters rose to the church spire and 

people climbed trees like squirrels. His father laughed and no one knew if it was 

a joke or not, exaggeration or mocking truth. 

It was more normal, however, for the winter waters to ripple gently, 

tumble along playfully to refurbish the land after a long hot summer. Come 

Spring, their thirst abated quickly until, through the increasing dryness of 

summer, they faded and the ruffled clay and pebbled spittle of the banks glowed 

shiny smooth through the cheering sun. The kids swam, letting the brittle water 

freeze them with its mountain breath. Shouts rang, screams of joy, before they 

had been washed away under a different current, the red tide of violent despair, 

the cries of the wounded.  

The River Dubroc is up to seventeen meters wide by the time it curls into 

Hillstown in winter, a lot less a few months later. It rises and falls in patterns 

regular enough for people to scarcely notice and, as with most rivers, many of 

those great facts of life, very few people in Hillstown were sure where the 

Dubroc began.  

The town lies at the end of a valley, slouched lazily amid foothills and 

sloping plains of fertility. The gentle curves of the hills to the north lap beneath 

the outer houses, then stretch back under scattered farms until they creep up in 

height, losing their soil through the forests until they form the rocky peaks of the 

Sugar Mountains, many meters above the town. Hunched, sulking, in the 

distance, those mountains guard the enclave with a surly gaze, a mixture of 
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benevolence and bad grace: they offer shade and protection, yet always appear 

full of gloomy threat as the rains pile up to smother their summits or the fog 

leaves them faceless. High amid the rocky mountains, where few have 

wandered, is where the river really does begin.  

In delicate springs, melting snows, the dribbles of constant rain, the River 

Dubroc gathers its strength from every direction, sapping each drop dry, until 

they run together, and speed down the mountains to arch delicately into the 

valley that gives the town its name. Gurgles build as they join forces until the 

river is soon racing along its roughly hewn bed, bulging gently around a corner, 

before swiveling briefly out West in a slow lap around low hills. Then the land 

forces it south again, slowing now with a middle age paunch, across the 

plateau, swelling, gorging with pleasure as it eventually, kilometers away, 

further away than Hillstown and most of the its inhabitants have ever travelled, 

crashes into the sea in a smacking hiss of bliss: it has come home.  

The town is sited at the edge of the valley, huddled in the embrace of a 

meandering bend, as the river interrupts its generally north south flow, to slice 

the town from east to west. Behind, to the north, the valley sweeps away 

upwards, fertile, vibrant through the seasons, the years. Its hills roll with 

pastures, wheat, the low moan of a cow for her calf, before stepping up into 

goat ledges, hunting forests and the protective shadow of the mountains 

themselves. Sternly, they overshadow the village from their distant height, 

bestowing gifts of rain while blocking the worst of winter storms and the wind. 

Under their gaze the air fills with the smell of coal burning and rabbit stew 

simmering on the stove.  
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To the South, the land sweeps away in more even furrows, the roaming 

pastures of open space interrupted only briefly by the binding strap of a road 

which, like the river, eventually lead to the coast, the cities. The town is perched 

in the center of this picturesque tranquility its arched roofs etching fairytale 

postcards, the smoke of its lank chimneys messages of beauty to the skies.  

Through the center of the town, like an equator, a visible stroke of 

mathematical splicing, the River Dubroc cleaves a neat line between the North 

and South banks. The river splits the town and the division has only ever been 

timidly bridged.  

Sonnyjo remembered his father's stories from before the Great War, 

when there had been three bridges. He himself had been too young to see 

them. He had only ever known two, the metal one down the west end of town 

and the great stone arch which squatted immovable, impassively, across the 

Eastern entrance, its hump guarded silently by the old, stone towers at either 

side and by what remained of a sturdy fort on the Southern bank. Sullenly, 

uncaringly, impartially, these carefully hewn blocks had withstood six centuries 

of wandering battles, scattered armies and flattening threats. Even the war had 

left little more than vacant scars, scratches and chips which barely damaged the 

appearance and which had never reached the foundations.  

Sonnyjo had never analyzed his town, the farm, the mountains or the 

river. There was no need. This was where he lived. He loved it and didn't need 

to think about it in any more general, mystical, terms than the constant 

calculations of day to day survival; and now, in the fleeting grips of crude, 

untrained philosophy, his only wishes were that other people had done the 
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same, had left the place in the peace it surrounded them with, a world where 

people never lingered or lost their fingers underneath the gaze of a light bulb 

that never blew.       

Taking confidence from the solidity of The Holy Stone Bridge within sight 

of his front window, Sonnyjo had never considered the fragility, the shabby 

subsoil on which their community was balanced. Nobody had. Sonnyjo heard 

the stories, listened to the scattered comments, splattered anger and his 

father’s tales of atrocities during the long war, but such tales were like the news 

in the paper, wild echoes from past midnight, myths in the fog of dawn. Sonnyjo 

listened and smiled, then forgot them next day as he left at dawn to work. There 

were more important things to take care of, to care for.  

Sonnyjo lived for the land. It received even more attention than his 

beloved family because without it there would be no family at all.  The hours of 

the day were spent working it, harrowing, thumping it into submission, coaxing it 

to production, patting it down afterwards in praise before walking home to drag 

it in on his boots. In August the wheat ran gold, wafts of glittering chaff 

sweetening his nose, perfuming the air with an itchy chaff and tickling dust. In 

spring hay fell, sweated, dried until fluffy before being carted home for the 

winter. All through the year his hard collected sheep called to each other over 

the hills, their tones muffled by the mountains, dampened by early morning fog. 

Rain, sun, a flood, a storm, could tear them all to pieces, and did, until worn 

hands dug in and put the jigsaw painfully back together. There were good years 

and the bad but somehow, through them all, the fear of hunger or the arrival of 

color television, Sonnyjo had always trusted the land itself. It had never 
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betrayed anyone. Soggy wet or crusty dry, it held firm deep down while all 

around changed shape ploughing beauty from dark earth. 

The first chapters reminded Sonnyjo of that temperamental stillness. 

Cringing, cramped on the cold floor of his cage, he could smell the damp 

mountainsides, feel the haggard protection of their rocky clay slinging to his 

boots. The trembling pages brought back the smells of thick, wet soil, sticky 

green beet leaves, and the sweet, sticky, stench of sheep dung freshly laid. 

Dark grey, puffy blue and the blasting orange of a sunset flickered through the 

narrow lines and sketchy words. He recognized the conversations also, the 

gutted fears of half mumbled intentions. Huddled in the cold light of his 

windowless box, through the stamped letters, the words let him re-create what 

had only recently been locked away from him outside. With nothing else to turn 

to, or hope for, he sucked the strange sounds from their pages, gulping them 

down to recapture a peace, the soothing tinkle of cowbells, the rustle of the 

ferns, the darkness of the woods, the chimes of Sunday morning across the 

fields, the smell of suckling pig on a spit. For Whom the Bell Tolls read the title. 

He hadn't yet finished the book to find the answer. He hoped that one day, the 

would allow him to.  
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2 

The rhythm was established. Once a day. Twice. A rat trapped in his cage, like 

a tortoise with a broken shell, Sonnyjo reacted only to the rhythm of familiar 

sounds replaying off the metal steps, the stone floor overhead. The flick of a 

switch and his world went on and off. Steps. Door. Food. Light. Gone. He would 

hear the footsteps, the click and turn to avoid the heavy breathing through a 

torn, woolen ski mask that smelt of dead chicken. He no longer looked as the 

plate dropped in. The door closed and he ate unseen, unseeingly. Click. Black. 

He lay huddled, cramped, sightless, praying he were senseless. 

Reduced to the minimalistic responses of an animal, Sonnyjo wished 

later it had stayed like that.  

One night, or day, the click brought more than food. The clanking on the 

stairs reverberated and echoed with the scuffling steps. The door swung wide. 

Still shying from the light Sonnyjo was given no time to adjust. Hands clasped 

his hair, jerked his head back. Eyes raced, closed again, as they were forced to 

stare to the ceiling. Dragged to his knees they kicked him forward. Someone 

grabbed his left arm.  

“The right,” another shouted.  “One Northie who'll never need it again.” 

An arm clung around his throat, long and strong. Stiff with fear, Sonnyjo 

still recognised the smell and feel of the trousers that trapped him from either 

side, knees jamming the sound from his ears. Heavy breath swept his neck, the 

whiff of onion and stale, black bread. A voice wheezed in his ear. He recognized 

it. He'd heard it so often.  
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 “Took my land. Show the whole fucking lot of you.” The knees pressed 

closer in vengeance, urged together by the enflamed hatred of spoken 

thoughts.  

Choking, spitting for breath, Sonnyjo's neck was held backwards in the 

other man's groin. Someone tucked his left arm behind roughly, until the 

shoulder socket cracked in agony. Crunching fingers wrenched his right arm 

forward. An unknown wrist held Sonnyjo's, thick fingers embedding in his flesh. 

Someone had brought a chair. They forced his arm up and out, then down. His 

wrist was pressed to the hard wood, jammed on the edge, his hand flattened 

into the splintered seat of a chair. Through the arch of his neck, across the bitter 

light, Sonnyjo caught the glint of the chisel. Terror shaken from stupor he 

screamed a throat-wrecking plea as instinctively his hand folded into a fist. 

Someone else's clattered across his jaw. “Shut up!” Blood seeped through his 

lips. Stunned by the blow, unthinkingly, his grip relaxed. They held his hand 

steady, palm flattened, fingers splayed, locked in the vice grips of their anger. 

He fainted to a slump as the blunted metal sought a wrinkle, above the knuckle 

of his index finger. The mallet rose to cut out the light, leaving nothing but the 

stench of hot blood and bitter bile. 

 He came to as the chair clattered out the door. The graze of the familiar 

trousers lingered against his cheek. Eyes hidden, but Sonnyjo knew who it was, 

but recognition was easier to avoid, for them both, beneath a mask, a hood, a 

frivolous disguise. Sonnyjo was glad of its fake anonymity. The smell of burnt 

flesh rose. Sonnyjo kept his eyes high. He couldn't look. Then the pain returned. 

Shock seize. He faded away again. 
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The book was a compensation, a token from guilty consciousness as 

tempers wound down from the frenzy the act had required. A peace offering, 

sadistic in its intent as it teased Sonnyjo to see if he could still flick the pages 

with one finger less.  

He needed the light to go away. He was lying, staring into it. He couldn't 

turn aside, only close his eyes and let the lids burn under its gaze. He didn't 

want to look but wasn't able to move. The pain had faltered, its own intensity 

blocking out reception. He twisted his eyes to the sagging beams in the roof, 

anything to avoid the bloody stump they had left behind. Finally, the light was 

switched off and he was allowed to fade away in the darkness.  

A new rhythm had been established. When they brought his food again, 

the light remained until it forced him unwittingly to adopt to its presence.  

He couldn’t eat. Vomit splattered the plate once it lurched into sight. 

Later, left-handed, spoon shaking, dribbling, he mumbled it down. There was 

still the blood on the floor, the sleeve of his shirt. Waving the thin spooned soup 

to dry lips, his eyes skipped to one side, unable to avoid sneaking a perverse 

glance, then a detached stare, as if the strange blooded hand at his side was no 

longer his own, from a film, an object he'd dug up in the field. It smelt of rot. 

  Later, childlike, he nursed the wounded fist. Only the blood remained. 

They'd taken the finger. The pain was continuous, unending until he could feel it 

no longer, because it had become part of him. Holding the wound, staring at the 

walls, rocking senselessly, aimlessly, he'd become aware of the book, vaguely 
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conscious of the light still shining. In the depths of his stewed mind faint 

connections arose. Slowly, afraid of a shock, a booby-trap, his good hand 

reached forward, tripped the empty plate, glanced off the top page, clasped, 

drew it into his shell. He held it there, a baby, a new limb, rocking, rocking, back 

and forth, flapping gently on his lap. 

At first he did nothing more than grasp it, his childish comforter. The 

thought of reading was the furthest from his mind. Slowly, the groaning ache of 

what had been a finger had resurrected him from his tomb. The violence had 

wrung him from a dark slumber and he could no longer hide mindlessly in this 

cell: suffering his own pain reminded him of the others. Staring at the puss 

twisted stub of his wound, he could only see the eyes of his wife, the screaming 

shrieks of his daughter. Those trousers brushed before him again, another arm 

choked his throat as he re-lived, again and again, the horror he was unable to 

curtail, mangled fingers reaching out for a family he could never reach. 

He had known the end was near. Everyone knew. There was no escape. 

Driven back, down from the mountains, away from the river, there was nowhere 

else to hide. Destruction flew daily. Houses shattered, roofs collapsed, cellars 

rang with the cries of blind fear, loneliness as another disappeared. The roads 

were long cut. The mountains bred fire, the river a treacherous floating mine. No 

way out and too many entrances in. The earth crumbled before a deep plated 

tremor, the drowning of the Egyptians in the Dead Sea. They surged through 

the town in a tidal wave of heavy armor to ground out the final resistance, one-

eyed sniping, suicidal Molotov’s, the last desperation of the few remaining men, 

the women not yet beaten down by the siege. Sonnyjo had raced home from his 

fields. He had never run so fast in his life. He was too late. Choking, spluttering, 
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his neck twisted as they forced him to watch. His throat cracked with the pain of 

a raw scream. A laugh snapped the air. He struggled, then stumbled as they 

beat him.  

 “Vengeance is sweet!” they whispered in his ear, an orchestra of voices 

tumbling as one. 

“They've done nothing,” was all he muttered, over and over in the silence 

of their gaze. He knew he was right and knew it was too late. He thanked God 

when he heard the two single shots. At least they were gone. At last someone 

had the dignity, the compassion to kill. He hoped his own turn was next. 

In the turmoil of these burning torments, the weight between his knees 

gathered a soothing momentum. With the stunned rocking of the tattered body 

the pages fluttered gently to tickle the blunt touch of his remaining fingers. 

Finally, as the light refused to dim, he opened the book to break the illumination 

of his visions. He wondered if he could blow up a bridge, if he should have. His 

brother-in-law would have. Someone did.  

The older men were the first to go quiet. They could remember. In the 

lore of their bones they held the stories, tales of heroic pasts, feats of glorious 

courage. These spurted forth freely over red wine. Yet, there came a point when 

they faded, were withdrawn as their owners remembered the details, the price 

that was paid for heroism, the pain suffered in their youth as distant glory 

blended into more vivid, more ambiguous atrocities. More than one knurled 

hand had once twisted the knife that fed years of guilty nightmares.  By the time 

the elders had fallen silent there were few left to listen; their ancient 

remembrances had served their purpose, reworking, rekindling, readjusting the 
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world for those who were too young to have any experience, too mature to 

glimpse around the corner and see another angle, too taken by the fire in their 

hearts to believe another side could exist. Age could only ponder aimlessly the 

futility of the rolling years; the young were reborn with the same ignorant sins of 

the fathers. 

At the time Sonnyjo didn’t pay much attention. He listened as he always 

did, quietly, smiling consent at all parties, thinking of the next day’s work or the 

fishing when someone went on for too long or started repeating a story too often 

told, or bandying some threadbare slogan whose meaning if not power had long 

faded.  Later, he wished he had listened more carefully and found something 

which would make sense of it all.  

Left alone to care for his family, he used to go over the old discussions, 

run them through again and again, attempting to grasp a meaning, a simple 

understanding he could accept. Once in a moment of lucidity, he thought he 

understood at least why his father had died: he'd lived through it all once before 

and had no desire to see it again.  

The old men were the first to go quiet, to be silent as they saw the 

tragedy their spoken memories would unleash. They said less and less until 

they knew that it was too late. No one was interested in listening any longer. 

When the actions talk spawned grew into monsters, mere words could no 

longer hold back the flood. His father lost his laugh as rumors of distant 

Southern defeats drifted loser. “Serves them right,” he had mumbled 

half-heartedly. He stopped going down the cafes. He didn't talk to the 
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brother-in-law. He fell silent. The loss of his laugh, the new silence of the house 

became an omen for what was to come.   

Sonnyjo still didn't understand what had happened, or why, or what role 

he should have tried to play. But he did know why his father had chosen to die. 

He only wished now he could do the same. Alone, with his brother-in-law up the 

mountains, his father dead, Sonnyjo was left trapped in the double-binding twist 

of his indecision, his own lack of commitment. And now there was nobody left. 

No one even to protect. Only Sonnyjo. He desperately needed to fade away like 

the book from his tattered fingers.  
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3 

Their school uniform was short grey trousers, a thin blue blazer and a tie, 

another blue with a slash of white. They were usually left undone, dangling 

intrusions, around necks that shied from a noose. No one paid much attention. 

A bundle of bluish boys was sufficient in the headmaster’s rheumy eyes; 

whether or not they were neatly wrapped, orderly ironed, was quite irrelevant. 

His wasn't a mind for detail. His mission was to see them through, as much as 

reasonably credible, eight years of education with as little hardship as possible 

for all involved: no easy task when faced with the gaggling swarm of sweaty 

kids in summer, knuckle shaking bare knees in winter.  Then there were the 

parents. While teachers and their own presumed education were admired, 

school itself for the majority, on a scale of importance, was just below clean 

fingernails on a Wednesday night. Over the years their headmaster had come 

to accept that demeaning rank with the dignity one gains from being nodded at 

half-respectively in the street and a bottle of cherry brandy by the bed. When 

the headmaster refused to rise enthusiasm, individual teachers soon lost their 

own initial determination and kept their concentration for the more arduous task 

of beating this knot of chattering bones into some basic shape of 

memory-induced intelligence. Teaching was reduced to basics. To the rhythm of 

a fist on the table or a cane over knuckles, mathematical rules rattled the walls 

and mouth-gobbling poetry tumbled unevenly to the heavens between the 

snores of those who had to go back home and work.  

Education had little role in improving the hardening of hands or the 

strength of backs. School was attended then, sullenly. The breaks were too 

short to make their existence worthwhile. The drudge of learning was too 
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frightening to make the few grabbed hours away from home entertaining. The 

town was too small to make any new friends in that stony environment. The 

harsh building didn't even provide a respite of warmth during the long winter 

months.  

Sonnyjo hated it. The milling crowds were his image of hell. So removed 

from his childhood experiences, he never grew to understand or need this mass 

of humanity. Sonnyjo had taken his first steps in their back yard, catching a 

squalling pig. His first words had been at their mottled old dog. Their land took 

everyone's time; there was no one to listen, to pay him any attention. When his 

mother first heard him speak she was astonished: it was almost a full sentence. 

Sonnyjo got a brief pat on the head before wandering outside to practice further. 

Cheese in one hand, a hunk of coarsely hewn bread in the other, he strolled of 

to find the dog, or simply trample through the weeds. The animals, the earth 

itself, understood him long before anyone else.  

It wasn't his parents fault. They simply hadn't the time. Mother and father 

woke before the sun and worked until after it was safely back in bed, through 

the never-ending cycle of a life dependent on the land, the brittle ledge hovering 

between disaster and living. Everyone toiled hard, yet Sonnyjo's parents were 

noted for being the most earnest. Both coming from large rambling families and 

feeble fathers, they knew too well the stomach shrink of hunger and had long 

since promised silently to do better for their own children. In the process, as 

payment, Sonnyjo would have to learn to speak by himself. 

As a baby Sonnyjo used to be left inside but once he had grown a little, 

he would accompany, first his mother in a bag slung over her shoulders, then 
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his father, trotting full speed to keep up with the loping gait of those giant legs, 

trying to avoid the splashed mud of the thumping boots as he did so. And once 

he was walking, he too could help: there were pigs to be fed, the huge bucket 

dragged manfully across the squealing yard; cold winter nights begged firewood 

to be collected, stored, burned, emptied and regrouped; the bright light of 

summer hardened the tiny young neck as it towed after the sheep or squinted 

for weeds amid barely defined young beet. There was always something to be 

done, regardless of age or tender limbs.  

When his mother took sick, he was old enough to begin taking her place 

outside. His legs grew until he could keep up with his fathers' easier, until they 

were long enough to go their own way, control their own responsibilities. Inside, 

his mother would cough her way through the chores she had left. She hated her 

own limitations, the shameful confinement to the indoors of food and dirty 

clothes. “It isn't healthy,” she used to rant, her anger frustrating her into another 

round of gut-wrenching phlegm, hands clutching her stomach as the throat 

trembled in pain. “Like one of those shopkeeper women,” she complained 

bitterly. “Like a bloody Southern with nothing better to do than cook and clean 

the curtains.”  

Fumbling for soft words amid the bawdiness of habit, Sonnyjo’s Old Man 

would tease her, laugh at her gently and tell her that he was treating his wife 

like a queen. “Don't have to work anymore! All you have to do is sit around and 

be pretty.” His laugh would heat the room. Briskly, fleetingly, his hand would 

brush the thin shoulder. “Not many men would do that for his wife, eh?”  
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They would force a smile together, above Sonnyjo’s head, in the 

distance. Sonnyjo would shy away, slightly afraid, or annoyed, or jealous of this 

tenderness that no child can be a part of, no son can really understand until he 

grows older and lives it himself.  

When she died the house fell silent. The natural gloom of winter 

darkened even further. Sonnyjo remembered crying. His father didn't. From a 

generation that had seen too much to weep, that recognized the blessings of 

death, he retained his feelings behind a stony eyed stare. He fell silent though, 

the familiar laugh as cold as a tomb.  

Sonnyjo should have started school that autumn but the sickness and 

death that winter kept him away for another twelve months. “I can't spare you 

now,” his father told him at the end of august. “Next year. When your mother's 

well again.” The hand on his shoulder, that unfamiliar closeness, signaled the 

doubt that the confident words attempted to disguise. She was never well 

enough, but school couldn’t be avoided. 

Through the tumble of his exhaustion, a ragged ball raced. It spun closer 

a tattered end flying out behind like a flag. It wasn't going to stop. It had the 

solid determination of a cannonball. He was running, then jumping, then stone 

steady, paralyzed, in its path. He couldn't move. His feet froze. They would 

never control it. Voices screamed from the dead.  

 “Over here.”  

“There. Go. Go. Go.”  
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Laughter cracked like a whip, as they knew he'd miss it. “Poor Sonnyjo. 

Never any use.” Knees buckling, he stumbled to run. He fell. Shouts and hoots 

scalded his ears. The black blob raced closer to his head. It was looming into 

his face. His right fist rose as the whoosh crowded his ears. With a lunge of 

desperation his hand reached out, opening uncontrollably to welcome the black 

thunder. His finger cracked and snapped backwards under the force. He fell to 

his knees in pain.  

“Handball!”  

 Voices clamoured for attention. A whistle blew. Pain flooded his brain 

but he could no one looking as they lined up for a penalty. 

“Never make a footballer.”  

“Useless that Sonnyjo.”  

     They were all grinning. Faces all around, staring down, teeth bared in 

mockery. He twisted a mutilated hand in feeble explanation. The laughter rose 

as they rocked back and forth, their own neatly knuckled limbs wagging in 

disgust.  

“Use your feet idiot.”  

“Gave it away.” 

Insults stretched lips to breaking. Sweaty dark tongues lapped his nose. 

He fell further, until lying beneath them, staring into the faces that were growing 

before him into the desperation of adulthood. His own father was among them, 

roaring, jaws quivering beneath the gales of wrenching laughter. “My son?” he 
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was screaming. “Call yourself my son?” Teeth snarled. His father's face loomed 

closer to bite off his nose. He drew back to reveal the anger of his cavernous 

lungs. Cannibalistically it stared. A whoosh. Sonnyjo recognized the sound. It 

had grown too familiar. The chisel rose from behind his own head and jammed 

down that ugly black throat. Before him, splattering eyes, dribbling tearfully 

down the rivulets of his nose, his father's laughing face exploded with the 

deadly impact. Revenge. The terror of revenge. The crisp burnt beauty of 

reborn impulses. No one was laughing now. Sonnyjo was alone. They'd all 

disappeared. Only his father's corpse covered him, shielding, still soft and 

warm. He threw his arms around it. Childlike he rocked. Back and forth, 

shoulder blade digging, urging himself down into the safety of his own grave. 

Eyes snapped in the darkness. Head crunched stone. Cheek scraped. Only 

blackness. The ground was hard. His back stopped scratching. Light. No. No. 

No. No. Not the light. Sweating in the cold air, Sonnyjo trembled in the fear. 

Staked between the empty horror of his nightmares and the gut-spilling fear of 

being awake, he couldn't even accept the light to blot one of them away; they 

became indivisible, as darkness had blurred the borders between good and 

bad, pain and dream. Blackness was all that remained, a numbing escape from 

the light of pain. Night had finally overcome day as he lay in its grasp, praying it 

would extend out forever, to cover the fields, suck them in its grasp until they lay 

beneath him, soaking him up, eating him away. Eyes wide open, staring into the 

ice, he lay shivering. The flow was no longer hard or soft or cold or hot. Beyond 

feeling even, the pain in his hand he attempted vainly to push his mind out into 

an oblivion where there were no longer thoughts or memories, evil dreams and 
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sorrows, to where he could float sightless, emotionless, beneath the ice cap that 

would prevent him from having to surface ever again. 

To escape the torments of his head Sonnyjo tried to concentrate on his 

hand. He could still feel them, sense what was no longer there. He sought the 

pain as a reality, a relief from the uncontrollable tumbles of his brain. 

Unaccustomed to his thoughts, the tangle of his mind, he searched for shelter in 

the rasp of his good hand through the coal shards on the floor. The crumbled 

remains clinked without chiming, yet their sound drew his attention. The 

monotonous irregularity was chipping away, grating itself into nothingness 

against the harder floor, soaked up his concentration as he struggled painfully 

to form a fist. His hand kept fumbling, anything physical to keep himself from the 

horrors, from thinking. Sinead hovered beyond reach.  

People were surprised when Sonnyjo finally got married, even more 

startled by the speed. Tongues wagged, eyebrows rose inquisitively:  

“You'd never think it of him, would you now?” 

“Young Sonnyjo. Such a quiet lad. Never know with the silent ones, do 

you?” 

“Worst of the lot.” 

“They are indeed.” 

Wiser minds only winked.  

“Picked a good one, she did.” 
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“Smart lass.” 

“He didn't do too bad for himself.” 

“Time she got away from that brother.” 

“Would you blame her?  

“Never does a tap of work. Sits there scowling as if he was the only one 

to have lost a true love.” 

“We'll see. We'll see. He'll find someone yet. If Sonnyjo can anyone can” 

“You can never trust the quiet ones.” 

Sonnyjo himself was equally surprised. Having left school, he devoted 

himself to the farm, ignoring as far as he could the noisy racket of the house 

and the rabble of human companionship in general. He was never aloof, 

impolite or a hermit, yet he managed to retain the beauty of personal ambitions 

without turning arrogant. Some thought him simple, others simply harmless, and 

Sonnyjo didn't care as long as he was left alone to enjoy the land, the peace he 

created for himself. In the process, he seldom thought of women. For Sonnyjo 

they were just another element of the society he skirted, a further connection he 

felt no need to obtain. Until, Sinead turned his eyes inside out and his hormones 

demanded the attention they had long been denied. 

Others had done it earlier. Sonnyjo had been to weddings, several of his 

cousins, even YoungJed’s his neighbour. People teased him about it being his 

turn. He buried his head and went red. He had seldom considered it as anything 

he needed. He never thought about it. With the unpredictability of the four 
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seasons and the continuous demands of the farm, he scarcely had the time. 

School was long forgotten, YoungJed had two boys and his cousin's family had 

multiplied even more frighteningly, before the axel of Sonnyjo's ancient tractor 

snapped on a hidden rock. Sonnyjo didn't believe in providence but maybe that 

was what it signaled; or simply the land looking after its own.        

Old Dawson's blacksmiths lay at the other end of the town. A long 

galvanized building, it had been tumbling down for longer than their 

grandfathers could remember. Once it had been prosperous, in the days of the 

blacksmiths, but that boom had long since dissipated under the rise of 

machinery, the big new works with all their modern technology the other side of 

the river, and Old Dawson's propensity for wine. The old man died leaving a 

nettled storeroom, a nightmare of punctured tires, engine molds and rusting 

pumps. His son, already tied to what remained of the business, tried aimlessly 

to drag it out into the open, to earn a living mending odd bits and pieces, 

providing spare parts, new wheels, the small business a larger garage wouldn't 

deem worthy to handle. He even shod horses on the infrequent occasions when 

someone came down from the hills in a fix, until later ironically, it was the 

horses, the origin of the smiths, which was to keep it going. As the richer 

families across the rivers began to buy mounts for their daughter's pleasures, 

he picked up the business of shoeing them. He was the only one left who knew 

how. But still, despite such efforts, Junior would always be seen somehow as a 

reflection of his old man, as someone who didn't work and never wanted to. 

Old Dawson's son Junior was the perfect man for a twisted axel. Sonnyjo 

plodded down into the town to explain his predicament. As always when he 

approached the shed he felt a brief tinge of nervousness. The smell of grease 
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and oil failed to ease his nervousness. He remembered the shiny face laughing 

in his own. Junior was older, was leaving the school the year he entered, but 

not before stealing Sonnyjo's tie and ducking his head under the cold tap. 

Everyone laughed. It was typical Junior. He had been doing it for five years and 

Sonnyjo had been unlucky enough to arrive before he was quite gone.  

Junior had done odd jobs for Sonnyjo before but the broken axel was the 

first time Sonnyjo had actually entered the garage. There was no one outside 

when he arrived. The hushed barn was silent like a cave waiting thieves. 

Sonnyjo squinted in the musty, dark interior then immediately spotted the string 

of worn line of old ties watching him from above a sink. He knew his would be 

one of them. The enormous anvil, the clutter of engine bits and clunky 

implements faded as all he could see were the greasy ties fluttering as the wind 

whistled in the door behind him. He trembled briefly as he remembered. A jolt 

tightened the skin of his back as his father screamed again in indignation. “First 

day and you've already lost a tie. I have to buy another! Where do you think the 

money will come from?” He had cried all night with shame, his own stupidity.  

“Hello.” 

He had no time to weep again. His foot stumbled off a pile of heaving 

metal. Swallowing a squeal of pain he fumbled to explain. “An axel broke. Some 

hidden old rock.” The smile cut his concentration to melting point. 

“You're looking for Junior then.” 

“Yes.” He shuffle. His eyes raced in panic. “Yes.” he said, repeating the 

affirmation as he regained his balance. “Yes.” He was glad of the gloom to hide 
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his rising shame: never having blushed for a woman before he felt as if he'd 

sinned. 

“He'll be along in a minute.” 

She didn't leave. She was staring, smile blossoming teasingly over skin 

white teeth. Sonnyjo didn't notice her hands twist nervously around the basket 

of dirty clothes and, under the weight of his own heartbeat, he couldn't hear the 

whistle of excited breath coming closer.  

“That's mine,” he pronounced unconsciously, stepping backwards as she 

approached. 

“What?” She stopped, puzzled. 

“Nothing.” 

“One of those?” her voice pierced the air like a hose. “Good grief. 

Another? Brother Junior's a bad one.” Her long neck stretched to laugh beneath 

the waves of tussled hair. “Which one?” she finally asked between renewed 

giggles. 

Unthinkingly, Sonnyjo's arm pointed. 

Her body leaned closer as she stretched, bending slightly under the 

unbalancing weight of her washing. 

“No!” 

“What?” 

“The other.”  
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“This one?” 

He nodded silently. 

“How do you know?” 

“My name,” he could feel his cheeks turn redder than her dress. “Name's 

on the back.” 

Twisting it from his grasp she turned it and her smile blossomed afresh 

as she teased a chortle from between gentle lips. “Sonnyjo?” she asked. Her 

fingers wove their way down the tie. Good name for a child she thought and 

wondered if it fit the large man coming slowly towards her. 

He nodded. He remembered his mother sewing his name into the collar 

at night before he faced the terror of school in the morning.  

“Don't you worry,” she said. There was a comforting lilt to her words, as if 

she was used to comforting and understood how stray men needed a soft hand 

and a steady stare. Her fingers suddenly rushed by his forehead to grasp the 

offending tie. He watched her examine the pink threat spelling out this name. 

He had hated the color but said nothing to his mother, hoping it would never be 

seen. When Junior ripped it from around his neck he delighted in flaunting the 

sinful threat to growing hustle of snotty noses. His mother had never sewn his 

name to another item of clothes again.  

Grinning she proffered the tattered cloth. He could feel her breath on his 

cheek, smell flour and soap as her fingers teased the cloth. Blushing, avoiding 
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her eyes like a naughty schoolboy with bad thoughts, he reached out to collect 

his lost property.  

“Junior will be along in a minute.” 

Involuntarily, Sonnyjo’s eyes rose to follow her absence, a faint rustle, 

the bend of an elbow, whistle of hair, scuffle of tiny boots and the heave of 

tender hips. It seemed suddenly to have grown dark, as if night was falling. His 

throat caught on a coughing swallow. He was brushing his forehead with the 

tattered old tie when Junior entered from behind. He turned with the noise. 

When he looked back, she was gone. 

Both men paused in their movements. Caught off guard they hesitated in 

the unexpectedness of an unforeseen situation. Battered tie twisting shamefully 

in the rough grasp of his fists, Sonnyjo swallowed hard. Years fell on him like an 

anvil. His cheeks reddened and the tears swilled afresh as they had so long 

ago. He snorted to frustrate the impulse. Another cough. Wishing he hadn't 

entered, that she hadn't been there, that he hadn't been foolish enough to 

speak, that the axel hadn’t warped, his eyes twisted painfully into the sooty 

floor. Across the murky shed Junior squinted, equally surprised. He hadn't 

expected to meet anyone in the dark confines of his workhouse.  

As neither ventured to speak, silence encroached like dusk. 

 “Found it I see?” The deep voice rang like a hammer off the anvil, loud 

and piercing, threatening to beat hot flushes into flattened tin. “Sinead gave it to 

you?” 
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Sinead, repeated Sonnyjo silently. He had a name to frame his vision, 

tame and spur his imagination as only words can. Sinead. He was lost in the 

churning of those vowels. He jumped as a hand clasped his wrist. 

Fibers creaked with the rough massage until Sonnyjo had the presence 

to slip the tie into his pocket with a mixture of shame and feeble defiance. It was 

his anyway, even if it was too late to spare his aunt's wrath or his father's 

money.  

“Is that what you came for?” The voice rattled through the dusty air, 

floating on a layer of suspicion. 

“No. No.” He stumbled over words that failed to sound. “The tractor.” 

“That bloody machine. Would you never think of buying a new one?” 

Junior was stomping around the shed, flinging hammers and tongs aside as he 

mumbled about a lost chain. 

“I know.” Sonnyjo faltered. “I know.”  

With relief, the conversation found a familiar axis. Everyone moaned 

about his tractor. They all told him to buy another, a good second hand one, 

which they could usually recommend.  

“Hit a rock up in the low hills. Was wondering if you could come up and 

have a look.” Words poured out as he raced to explain. Like a baby learning to 

crawl, they stumbled without direction. 

“And how did you manage that?” 
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“Sinead said you'd be along in a minute.” He'd repeated the word aloud 

before he wondered if it was blasphemy, if he should have repented before the 

scantily clothed criticism first. “Never saw it before,” he added hastily, changing 

his direction. “Only a small rock but I think it got the axel.” He couldn’t hear 

Junior, only the ringing sound of her name on his lips. 

Junior didn't notice. “Come on then. No use standing here. Take me up 

there before the light goes and we'll see what the damage is.” He turned 

towards the door, shoulders blocking out the light.  

Sonnyjo followed silently. He was tempted to glance back, to seek one 

more glimpse of that whistling skirt, the gleam of pale lips in the dusty web of 

Junior's shed. He didn't. Shame held him forward. His hands twitched once 

more through the childish cloth in his pocket. She'd laughed at him. Confused, 

feeling once more like the child he thought he had left far behind, he rubbed his 

nose on the back of a rough hand and shuffled after the departing figure until 

they were both shadows, card cutouts, single dimensioned shadows in the 

twilight. Neither of them noticed the eyes watching their exit from the gloom or 

saw how they gleamed with a tingle of fear.  


